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INTRODUCTION
During 2005-2007 a program to upgrade the aeromagnetic database for
Minnesota was conducted by the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS). Most of
the Minnesota aeromagnetic data were acquired during a 1979-1991 state-wide
survey program, and compilation and processing were limited to the computer
capabilities of the time. Since that time significant improvements have been
made in the development of computers and software that can efficiently handle
massive database operations, such as line leveling and gridding. This project
was consequently initiated to upgrade the MGS database using up-to-date
software and hardware. Access to the data was also to be improved by making
all upgraded data available via the web.
The new program had three major objectives. One objective was to
recover line data that turned up missing from the primary digital archive, which
was a CD that was produced in 1992 (Hittleman and others) by the National
Geophysical Data Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). A Second objective was to mitigate line-leveling errors,
which caused striping artifacts in some of the data. A third objective was to use
the revised data to produce an improved aeromagnetic grid for the entire state.
The previously existing state aeromagnetic grid used a spacing of 213.36 meters,
and preliminary testing had indicated that a higher resolution grid was possible
over many areas of the state.
SOFTWARE USED IN THIS STUDY
Before re-processing the aeromagnetic data, the software capabilities at
MGS needed to be upgraded. The software selected for this upgrade was the
OAISIS/MONTAJ system, which is produced by the Canadian Company
GEOSOFT. This software system was selected because it included all of the
options that were needed for this project, and because it is associated with a
well-established network of users throughout North America. This network
includes the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), which has had a long, cooperative
relationship with the MGS. Prior to the acquisition of the OAISIS/MONTAJ
system, compilation and processing software at MGS consisted of a mixture of
DOS-based programs that were becoming increasingly cumbersome for
operating on the large, high-resolution data sets that are increasingly in demand.
In fact, some crucial operations, such as line leveling, were simply not available
at MGS prior to the purchase of the OAISAI/MONTAJ system. A new computer
that was capable of handling the OAISIS/MONTAJ system rapidly and efficiently
was also purchased at the start of this project.
Following the installation of the OAISIS/MONTAJ software on the new
computer in January 2006, training began using various test grids and
databases, and by early February work began on the Moose Lake and Brimson
aeromagnetic databases. Many of the procedures for editing, line leveling, and

gridding the remainder of the aeromagnetic data were established during the
early work on these two blocks.
OVERVIEW OF THE MINNESOTA AEROMAGNETIC DATA
State-wide coverage of high-resolution aeromagnetic data was acquired
by the MGS and other organizations between 1979 and 1991 (Chandler, 1991).
Primary support for the MGS surveying was provided by the Minnesota
Legislature as recommended by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota
Resources (LCMR), and these data were acquired as a series of seven individual
surveys, consisting of the Northeastern, East-Central, Central, West-Central,
Northwestern, Southwestern, and Southeastern Surveys (Figure 1). Additional
coverage was provided by other agencies, including a large survey over northcentral Minnesota by the U.S.G.S. (North-Central Survey in Figure 1), and
surveys over Lake of the Woods and Lake Superior by the Geological Survey of
Canada (GSC, Figure 1). The Twin Cities metropolitan areas of Minneapolis and
St. Paul were not included in the 1979-1991 surveying because of, flight
restrictions and excessive amounts of cultural noise. Data that were digitized
from an aeromagnetic map by the USGS (Zietz and Sims, 1967) were used
instead (Figure1). Additional information on individual surveys is given by
Chandler (1991), or at the Minnesota Geological Survey web-site at
http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/magnetics.htm

The CD set produced by NOAA (Hittleman and others, 1992) has served
as the primary source for aeromagnetic data in Minnesota for over 15 years.
This CD set was compiled from multiple sets of 9-track tapes that were originally
delivered to MGS from either contractors or data contributors. The line
databases form the bulk of the digital data, and they include all individual
magnetometer readings with pertinent locational, temporal and fiducial
information, as well as magnetic anomaly values corrected for geomagnetic field
and temporal variations. In recent years David Dahl of the Division of Minerals of
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR) converted the line
data on the NOOA CD into an Arc-GIS format (Shape files). These data were
also converted from the NAD27 to a NAD83 datum at this point, and most of the
flight-line data were carefully edited for spurious points and repeated line
segments, which turned out to be a serious problem in several of the databases.
The editing by Mr. Dahl equated to a significant time-savings for the current
project, and his shape files were imported into the Oaisis/Montaj system
wherever possible. Data not edited by Mr. Dahl, which included tie-lines and
overlapping line segments between individual data blocks, were also imported
into the Oaisis/Montaj system and, following editing for spurious values and
repeats, were merged back into their respective databases.

The data from the surveys on the NOAA CD’s were originally sub-divided
into a total of 61 data blocks (Hittleman and others, 1992). In the case of the
northeastern, east-central, and central surveys, these subdivisions more or less
corresponded to original compilation blocks, and they included all of the
necessary flight and tie lines. These blocks were left intact for the re-compilation
of this study. The sub-divisions in the remaining surveys, however, did not
usually correspond to compilation blocks, and appeared to be somewhat
arbitrary. To simplify the overall structure of the database, many of these older
blocks were merged, so that the entire database now consist of only 23 individual
data blocks (Figure 1)
RECOVERY OF MISSING DATA
Sporadic omissions in line coverage on the NOAA CD set have been
known to exist for some time, and the recent work of David Dahl at the DNR
Division of Minerals has delineated the most serious of these gaps (Figure 2).
The two largest gaps in line coverage, one in the North-Central Survey and one
in the West-Central Survey (Figures 1 and 2), were ultimately recovered from
digital data that were archived at the U.S.G.S. and MGS, respectively. However,
the remaining coverage gaps appear to have originated with the contractordelivered tapes, and no digital back-up has apparently survived. Inspection of
aeromagnetic contour maps that were delivered by the contractor indicate that
most if not all of the missing data most likely were present during the original
compilation, but they were subsequently lost. One possible scenario is that
“working files” used by the contractors during map compilation contained
numerous edits and additions that simply did not make it into the generation of
the data tapes, which usually occurred at the end of the project. Whatever the
cause, recovery of these omissions would require using analog materials stored
at the MGS.
Most of the gaps were filled by recovering the line path from original
survey maps, and interpolating (residual) magnetic anomaly values from the preexisting state grid. In this procedure the flight paths of the missing segments
were recovered by digitizing photo-spotted points on the 1:24,000 topographic
maps that were originally used for flight path recovery. The digitization was
performed inside of ESRI program ARCMAP by using mouse and cursor on DRG
images of the appropriate topographic maps. The spotted point locations (shape
files) were imported into the Oaisis/Montaj system, where they were organized
into individual lines, and they were subsequently re-sampled at a 50 meter
interval (along line) using linear interpolation. Residual magnetic anomaly values
were inferred along the newly formed lines using the state magnetic grid and the
“sample a grid” option of the OAISIS/MONTAJ system. Some loss of resolution
will occur with this approach, because the original state aeromagnetic grid has an
interval of 213.36 meters, as compared to original, along-line acquisition intervals
of 45-75 meters. However, the lines recovered in this way should at least be
sampling the most reliable parts of the grid, i.e. the nodes that were closest to the

original lines. Line data that were recovered using this procedure have an “int”
suffix in the databases.
Although simple in concept, the interpolation procedure described above
encountered serious difficulties, and considerable time was expended in getting
the procedure to work properly. The procedure originally created a “herringbone”
artifact along recovered lines, suggesting some sort of registration error was
involved... By comparing the 1:24,000 aeromagnetic contour maps of the original
surveying with contour maps from the state magnetic grids, the latter appeared to
be shifted about 200 meters south and 100 meters west. After re-checking and
confirming the registration of the original state grid, the problem was traced to
importing the state grid from an ARC-GIS (ESRI) format, into the
OAISIS/MONTAJ grid format. This problem was ultimately confirmed by
GEOSOFT support staff, and appears to be related to some confusion on the
handling of grid nodes (cell-centered vs. lower left, ect.). In any case, it was
decided to avoid ESRI grids altogether, and to instead import a state grid that
was in the USGS grid format. Following this procedure, no further registration
problems were noted.
It was initially hoped that the magnetic anomaly values of the missing line
segments could be recovered by digitizing the original analog plots from the inflight magnetometer. In theory such an approach would allow recovery of the
magnetic data at the original level of detail, but the procedure proved to be very
time-consuming and error-prone. Many of the analog plots were poorly
annotated, and determination of fiducial numbers along the length of the plots
was difficult and often ambiguous. Furthermore, the vertical scale of the plots
was usually set on high sensitivity, so that even moderate-amplitude anomalies
(a few 100 nT) were associated with multiple ranging steps that were difficult to
track. Consequently, only disparate segments of a line could be reliably
digitized. Although these pieces could be merged in with the grid-interpolated
lines that are described above, the overall procedure ended up being too timeconsuming for the relatively small and discontinuous improvement in resolution
that resulted. Consequently, only three missing line segments were recovered in
this way. These lines, which are in the Moose Lake and Grand Portage parts of
the Northeastern Survey (Figure 1 and 2), have a “dig” suffix in the databases.
Further details on the recovery of missing line segments are given below
in the discussion of the individual data blocks.
RE-LEVELING OF THE LINE DATA
Small errors in the removal of temporal variations of the earth’s magnetic
field cause minor striping in the grids and maps that are generated from the
aeromagnetic flight-line data. Although not large in amplitude, generally 20 nT or
less, these artifacts can be troublesome in low-gradient areas, especially if
enhancing operations such as vertical derivative are employed. Thus some effort

was expended towards refining time-related corrections through tie-leveling. Tieleveling is one of the standard ways of removing temporal variations, and it
operates by making adjustments to minimize the differences in anomaly intensity
that are observed at intersections between flight lines and crossing tie lines.
After some experimenting with the tie-leveling software of the Oaisis/Montaj
system, it was decided to conduct leveling in two basic stages--selective-leveling
and micro-leveling.
Selective leveling was conducted only on lines that were associated with
the most significant striping, most of which ended up in the Northeastern, EastCentral and Central Surveys (Figures 1 and 3). These lines were selected by
using color shaded-relief maps of the residual magnetic data with false
illumination directed perpendicular to flight line direction, thereby enhancing the
striping artifacts. One of two possible procedures was used for selective leveling.
The first procedure was statistical leveling, in which differences at tie-line and
flight-line intersections are adjusted and minimized automatically through a least
squares approach. The adjustments used in this study could take on orders that
ranged from 0 (simple base-level shifting) up to 4 (a humped or sagged curve),
and they could be applied to both flight-line and the tie-line data. After statistical
leveling, special leveling was sometimes applied on lines where striping
problems persisted. In special leveling correction curves were essentially
created by hand and subtracted from the data. This correction curve was based
on differences that were observed along and between striping artifacts using the
cursor and the “grid value” option in the Geosoft/Montaj software. Regardless of
how they were created, the selective-leveled values are presented in the
“RELEV_MAG” channel of the databases. For lines that were not selectiveleveled, the “RELEV_MAG” value will be the same as “RESIDMAG” value, which
is the original residual magnetic anomaly value from the original surveying.
Following selective-leveling, all flight lines (no tie lines) were subjected to
micro-leveling, which relied on a proprietary procedure that is part of the
OAISIS/MONTAJ software system. Micro-leveling starts with gridded
aeromagnetic data (based on the RELEV_MAG or RESIDMAG) and employs
tight strike-pass filtering along the flight line direction. The filtered values are
then transferred to the flight-line data using the “sample a grid” option of the
OAISIS/MONTAJ system. The data in profile form are subjected to low-pass
filtering, and what is left is presumed to primarily reflect uncorrected temporal
variations. Because micro-leveling relies heavily on filtering, one must be
cautious that artifacts or distortions are not introduced into the data. As a result,
some time was spent developing a procedure that would mitigate these artifacts.
Sharp, large-amplitude anomalies can introduce oscillations in micro-leveled
data, so areas containing anomalies of this type were windowed out and filled in
with smoothly interpolated values. Natural anomalies that happened to be
parallel to flight line directions carried some risk of being falsely attenuated by
micro-leveling, and so these areas were also windowed and filled prior to microleveling. Oscillations could be further reduced by using windows that were

rounded instead of rectangular. In a few cases flight line data from adjacent data
blocks had to be added to attenuate “edge effect” oscillations from the filtering.
Following these precautions, and usually after conducting several iterations,
micro-leveling, was successfully performed on all databases, and the resulting
values are presented in the “MICROMAG-LEV” channel. Owing to their generally
high quality, the micro-leveled values will probably be preferred by most users.
However, should suspicions arise regarding micro-leveling artifacts, the user can
opt for the selective-leveled data or the original residual data.
GRIDDING THE PROCESSED DATA
Following data recovery and leveling corrections, grids were created for
each database. The Geosoft/Montaj system offers gridding through several
options, which are minimum curvature, bi-directional gridding, tinning, and
kriging. For this project the integrity of a particular approach was evaluated by
observing the stability and overall quality of second vertical derivative
enhancements of the output grids. The best overall procedure appeared to be
minimum curvature especially if the tolerance parameter was set to 0.01
(suggested by R. L. Kuchs, U.S.G.S., oral communication), and this procedure
was used for all subsequent gridding. After several trial and error runs a grid
interval of 100 meters was selected as the best compromise between improving
grid resolution versus the introduction of between-line noise. Once again, second
vertical derivative enhancements of test grids were used for evaluation. Both
selective-leveled (RELEV_MAG) and micro-leveled (MICROLEV_MAG) grids
were generated for each database. These database grids were ultimately
merged into state grids, as described further below.
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF PROCESSING
FOR INDIVIDUAL DATA BLOCKS
Northeastern Survey
Moose Lake Block (moose_lake07.gdb)
Minor editing of the line data from the Moose Lake block was necessary
prior to leveling. Missing line segments occurred on lines 146-3 and 148-3. A
check with detailed anomaly patterns on the 1:24,000 scale aeromagnetic maps
indicated that data were probably present in these gaps prior to original gridding
and contouring. The flight path of the missing segments were recovered using
photo-negative strips and line path recovery maps from the airborne surveying,
and the magnetic intensity data was recovered by digitizing the in-flight analog
plot from the magnetometer. Following a correction for the time lag between a
fiducial count and the actual magnetometer reading, the total field magnetic
values along the digitized lines were adjusted to agree with adjacent (residual
anomaly) data by adjusting values to fit at tie-line intersections.

This was the first block that was re-leveled in the project, and considerable
time was expended in testing the various options that were offered by the
Oasis\Montaj software. Re-leveling was first attempted using a “blanket”
approach, where all flight-and tie-lines were adjusted through the “statistical
leveling” option of the Oasis/Montaj software. Adjustments to all lines were made
using simple base-level shifting (zero-order). Even after considerable editing of
the tie-intersection table, this “blanket” type of re-leveling did not lead to
significant improvements, and in some isolated cases led to degradation of the
leveling. It was concluded that this blanket approach, which was similar to the
tie-leveling approach used originally by the contractor, could not be improved
upon any further, and attention was subsequently focused on leveling selected
lines only. Lines for re-leveling were selected on the basis of the length and
severity of the striping artifact, as determined form color shaded relief maps of
residual aeromagnetic data
The following lines were selected and adjusted via statistical leveling,
using either the zero order (base level) or first order (linear trend) options:
12-1, 17-4, 18-2, 44-4, 47-1, 50-2, 51-2, 54-3, 55-3, 56-3, 68-3, 69-3, 82-0,83-1,
87-0, 91-2, 92-1, 92-3, 96-2, 98-6. 100-3, 102-5
Generally these adjustments were on the order of a few nanoTesla.
The data were then further adjusted using the special leveling option on
the following lines:
29-2, 42-4, 51-2, 52-1, 54-3, 55-3, 55-3, 56-3, 68-3, 70-3, 83-1, 92-3, 98-6, 104-0
These adjustments consisted of smooth curves on the order of a few to a
few 10’s of nanoTesla. The ultimate sources of these errors are not clear,
although improper removal of diurnal variations is the primary suspect. Review
of flight logs and other archive materials failed to isolate a more specific cause.
The re-leveled data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following
elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options
of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
During the statistical leveling of these data, some fairly large intersection
errors (several 10’s of nanoTesla) were noted along a significant stretch of tie
line 1079-6. Checking with the original flight line recovery maps revealed that
photo-spotted points were apparently never taken along this stretch, resulting in
the poor spatial recovery of this line. This stretch was in a broad, marshy area
where photo-location would have been difficult. To aggravate matters further,
this tie-line is located along the flank of a fairly strong anomaly gradient. Judging
from the overall quality of the gridding and leveling in this area, this erroneous tie

line was apparently not used in the pre-exiting compilation, and it was decided to
exclude it from the present database.
Brimson Block (brimson07.gdb)
No attempt was made to recover missing data segments, which were
generally minor in the block. A large, irregular gap in coverage near the northern
margin of the Brimson block (Figure 2) occurs over outcrops of the Soudan IronFormation, and involves lines 6-0, 7-1, 10-0, 11-0, 12-1, 13-0. Because these
gaps correspond to magnetometer drops due to extreme magnetic gradients, the
data could not be recovered. Statistical leveling failed to yield any significant
improvements in the Brimson data, and careful leveling was conducted on the
following lines:
27-1, 30-5, 34-0, 36-2, 67-5
These adjustments were generally on the order of a few to a few 10’s of
nanoTesla. The ultimate sources of these errors are not clear, although improper
removal of diurnal variations is the primary suspect. Review of flight logs and
other archive materials failed to isolate a more specific cause.
The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of
localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the
Oaisis/Montaj software. To eliminate an edge effect along the western margin of
micro-leveled grid, several flight lines were temporarily added from the Hibbing
block to improve the error grid that was used in the micro-leveling.
Buyck Block (buyck07.gdb)
For reasons that are no longer clear, the original Brimson block included a
narrow corridor of 5 flight profiles (lines 94-2 through 98-0) that extended some
140 km further south than the remaining lines in the block (Figures 1-3). These
extended lines were given a “trm” suffix on the line number, because they were
trimmed off during generation of data grids from this block. Numerous gaps in
data coverage were noted along some lines, particularly in the eastern 1/3 of the
block, but because the gaps were generally on the order of several hundred
meters, no attempts were made to recover these data. A review of the archive
material failed to find any explanation for these short omissions.
Statistical leveling using zero-order (base-level) corrections was applied
on all tie lines in this block. Statistical leveling using 3d order corrections were
applied to the following lines:
159-0, 160-0, 161-0, 162-0, 163-0, 164-0, 165-0, 166-0, 167 -0, 1680-, 169-0,
170-0
This approach cleaned up the most noticeable striping in the block and careful
leveling was deemed unnecessary. The data were then subjected to micro-

leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the
mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Similar to the blocks described above, a review of flight logs failed to shed
any light on the possible causes of some of the leveling errors, but a review of
the analog plot from the diurnal magnetometer did yield some hints. The diurnal
station for the entire northeastern survey was located directly behind the field
office, and was within several hundred feet of roads and other cultural features.
The record in question was for flight 121, which included lines 156 through 170.
During the flying of line 159 the trace took on a somewhat bumpy apperaence
with some variations having amplitudes of several nanoTesla. The operator had
written “some vehicular activity going on around-ie road repair trucks tractors et”.
Marks made by the operator on the record indicated that this activity persisted at
least through the flying of line 168, but some bumpiness that was apparent
beyond these marks. Because a generalized form of the diurnal record was used
by the contractor for preliminary correction of temporal effects, a distinct
possibility exists that cultural effects near the diurnal station could have actually
introduced errors into the airborne data. The effects observed on this record
lacked the usual spiky traits that are generally associated with cultural effects
near diurnal stations, and they could be easily misinterpreted by someone
inferring a generalized diurnal curve back at the contractor’s home office. This,
combined with the fact that diurnal field records were generally not wellannotated, suggests that subtle cultural effects near the diurnal stations could
have been occasionally creeping into the temporal correction of the data.
Hibbing Block (hibbing07.gdb)
A somewhat mysterious error occurred along line 151-1 in the Palo,
Minnesota area. Part of the line caused a streak when gridded, implying the data
along this was in error by several 10’s on nanoTesla. No evidence of problems
were noted in any of the archive materials, which included the flight logs and the
analog plots from the airborne magnetometer. Furthermore, the 1:24,000
aeromagnetic contour map that was originally compiled for the Palo Quad did not
show any such error. This would imply that the error did not exist during final
gridding and map-making, but it somehow appeared or reappeared during final
generation of the data tape, which was done near the end of the contract. No
more time could be spent on this problem, and the segment was replaced by
values interpolated from the original state grid (line 151-1int in database).
Statistical leveling with zero order (base-level) corrections was conducted
on all tie lines. Special leveling (hand editing) was conducted on the following
lines:
20-0, 24-0, 28-1, 29-1, 30-0, 50-0, 53-0, 62-0, 64-0, 80-0, 81-0, 95-0, 103-0
These corrections were generally on the order of several nanoTesla. The
ultimate sources of these errors are not clear, although improper removal of

diurnal variations is the primary suspect. Review of flight logs and other archive
materials failed to isolate a more specific cause.
The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized,
high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj
software.
Whyte Block (whyte07.gdb)
No serious gaps in coverage appear to exist over this block, so data
recovery efforts were skipped. In fact, a few segments had to be dropped along
lines 145-0, 163-0, 165-1 1ne and 173-0, where they were overlapped by infill
lines that were meant to replace the segments. Statistical leveling zero-order
(base level) shifting was conducted on the following 21 lines:
95-2, 95-1, 96-0, 98-0, 99-1, 102-1, 103-0, 126-0, 127-0, 130-0, 132-1, 133-2,
135-0, 136-0, 137-1, 138-0, 139-1, 140-0, 143-0, 146-0, 153-0
These adjustments were deemed adequate, and no careful leveling was
conducted. The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination
of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the
Oaisis/Montaj software.
Forest Center Block (forest_center07.gdb)
No serious gaps in coverage appear to exist over this block, so data
recovery efforts were skipped. Overall the line data in this block appeared to be
reasonably well-leveled, and statistical leveling with zero-order (base-level)
shifting was conducted on the following 4 lines:
222-0, 239-0, 240-0, 248-5
The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized,
high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj
software.
Grand Marais Block (grand_marais07.gdb)
For unknown reasons, a major part of line 400 was excluded from the
database in the contractor’s original delivery of the digital data. A check with
flight logs and diurnal records failed to reveal an explanation. A check with the
1:24,000 scale aeromagnetic contour maps that were delivered by the contractor
indicate that the data probably existed during the original gridding and
contouring. The line was spatially recovered by digitizing spotted points from the
original line recovery maps. The magnetic data was recovered by a combination
of interpolating values from the original 213.36-meter state grid, and by digitizing
segments of the analog plots from the airborne magnetometer. It was at this
stage that a “herringbone” artifact was noticed for the version of line 400 that was
interpolated from the state grid, implying a serious registration problem. Because
this interpolation approach was being considered as the primary way to fill gaps

along line data, considerable time was spent finding the cause of the registration
problem. After spending nearly a week of checking archivical materials and of
reviewing past and present data-handling procedures, the error was traced to
converting the original state grid, which was in ESRI format, into the Geosoft grid
format. This software problem was finally confirmed by Geosoft technical
support, and it is apparently related to some confusion on the differences as to
how grid cells are designated between the two software systems. Subsequently
a version of the original state grid in a USGS grid format was used for importing
into the Geosoft grid format, and no further registration problems were noticed.
A short segment of line 283-0 was dropped where it overlapped with an
infill line that was meant to replace the segment.
Statistical leveling was conducted on the three following lines:
248-5, 280-0, 374-1
The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized,
high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj
software.

East-Central Survey
Grand-Rapids Block (grand_rapids07.gdb)
No serious gaps in line coverage or striping artifacts were noticed in this
block and the processing proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of
localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the
Oaisis/Montaj software. Although no selective leveling was conducted in this
block, a RELEV_MAG channel is retained for database consistency, and it
contains the RESIDMAG value of the original compilation.
Mora Block (mora07.gdb)
No serious gaps in line coverage occur in this block. Selective leveling
consisted of statistical leveling of lines 18-0 and 66-0 using zero-order
adjustments. The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following
elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options
of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Little Falls Block (little_falls07.gdb)
No serious gaps in line coverage occur in this block. Selective leveling
consisted of statistical leveling of line 277-0 using zero-order adjustment. The
data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized,
high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj
software

Squaw Lake Block (squaw_lake07.gdb)
A large segment of line 264-0 was missing from both the NOAA CD set
and from the digital archive data at MGS. A review of flight logs and diurnal
records failed to produce any explanation for the omission. The missing data
were relocated by digitizing spotted points on the original flight path recovery
maps, and residual magnetic values were interpolated from the original state grid
using the “sample a grid” option in the Oaisis/Montaj software. The interpolated
line is given an “int” suffix on its line label.
Striping artifacts were very minor in this block. Statistical leveling failed to
improve the data significantly, and special leveling was applied to lines 164-5 and
277-0. The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of
localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the
Oaisis/Montaj software.
North-Central Survey
The North-Central Survey was conducted in 1984-85 by the U.S.G.S. as
part of their Conterminous United States Mineral Assessment Program
(CUSMAP). The surveying and line recovery was initially based on LORAN-C
navigation, which turned out to be fraught with technical problems in this area.
Consequently, large parts of the data had to be salvaged through use of photonegative strips, which had been acquired as a back-up. No tie leveling was
conducted and corrections for temporal effects relied solely on diurnal
recordings. According to some oral accounts, a few tie lines may have been
actually flown, but a review of the USGS archives in Denver failed to locate these
lines. As a consequence, no selective re-leveling was done for the data in this
survey.
The North-Central Survey was originally divided into ten individual blocks.
To simplify the new database, the ten original blocks have been merged into two
major blocks, CUSMAP East and CUSMAP West.
CUSMAP East Block (cus_east07.gdb)
This new data block has been composited form the Bigfalls, Birchdale,
International Falls, Northome, and Nett Lake blocks, as defined originally on the
NOAA CD set. Numerous gaps exist in the line data, but a review of surviving
materials at the USGS archives in Denver revealed that any significant recovery
of additional data would be beyond the scope of the current project. The data
were then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, highintensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Overall the data were significantly improved by the micro-leveling, many of the
striping artifacts that were in the original residual data were either eliminated or
significantly mitigated. Although no selective leveling was conducted in this
block, a RELEV_MAG channel is retained for database consistency, and it
contains the RESIDMAG value of the original compilation.

CUSMAP West Block (cus_west07.gdb)
This new data block has been composited form the Fourtown, Ponemah Red
Lakes ,Skime,and Washkish blocks, as defined originally on the NOAA CD set. .
Line data from a large, 3.4 kmx136 km gap along the eastern margin of this
block, were fully recovered from digital archive data at the Denver office of the
U.S.G.S., accounting for almost 1090 line-km of data. Numerous, smaller gaps
persist in the line data, but a review of surviving materials at the USGS archives
in Denver revealed that any significant recovery of additional data would be
beyond the scope of the current project. The data were then subjected to microleveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the
mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software. Overall the data were
significantly improved by the micro-leveling, many of the striping artifacts that
were in the original residual data were either eliminated or significantly mitigated.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation.
Lake of the Woods Survey
Lake of the woods Block (lake_woods07.gdb)
Data from the Lake of the Woods block were part of a larger survey of the entire
Lake of the Woods by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), but only those
lines that cross into Minnesota water are presented on the NOAA CD set.
Furthermore, only the raw total magnetic internsity values were included, so
some additional reduction is needed prior to leveling. The earth’s magnetic field
was removed using the Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field (DGRF) model
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1995) for July 1, 1984, which
corresponds to the approximate mid point in the surveying. The three tie-lines,
and then all 55 flight lines were subjected to statistical leveling using zero order
(base level) adjustments. The data were then subjected to micro-leveling,
following elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill
options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Lake Superior Survey
Lake Superior Block (lake_superior07.gdb)
Data from the Lake Superior block were part of a much larger survey that
covered all of Lake Superior by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), but only
those lines that cross into Minnesota water were presented on the NOAA CD set.
Furthermore, only the raw total magnetic internsity values were included, so
some additional reduction is needed prior to leveling. The earth’s magnetic field
was removed using the Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field (DGRF) model
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1995) for July 30, 1987,
which corresponds to the approximate mid point in the surveying. Because no
tie-lines were available no selective leveling was done. Although no selective
leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG channel is retained for
database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG value. The data were

then subjected to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity
anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Central Survey
Bagley Block (bagley07.gdb)
No serious gaps in line coverage or striping artifacts were noticed in this
block and the processing proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of
localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the
Oaisis/Montaj software. Although no selective leveling was conducted in this
block, a RELEV_MAG channel is retained for database consistency, and it
contains the RESIDMAG value of the original compilation.
Wadena Block (wadena07.gdb)
No serious gaps in line coverage occur in this block. However, a cursory
examination of a color shaded relief map of the original residual values from the
original database (RESIDMAG) revealed numerous leveling busts, implying that
the data set that has come down to us may not have been the one used to create
the original grids and maps, which showed no such busts. Preliminary analysis
indicated that all tie lines and many flight lines had tieing errors of the order of a
few to a few 10’s nT. All 38 tie lines (numbers 4821-5005) and then selected
flight lines were subjected to statistical leveling using 3d to 4th order adjustments
(Figure 3). The flight lines that were selected for statistical leveling (Figure 3)
were as follows:
Numbers 2055 – 2075 (5 lines), numbers 2210-2220 (4 lines), numbers 24262450 (7 lines), numbers 2636-2661 (6 lines), 2700-2710 (3 lines)
These two stages of statistical leveling significantly reduced the leveling errors in
this data block. The data were then subjected to micro-leveling, following
elimination of localized, high-intensity anomalies using the mask and fill options
of the Oaisis/Montaj software.

West-Central Survey
West_Central Block (west_cent07.gdb)
The flight-line data from the West-Central Survey was originally divided
into 10 blocks, consisting Alexandria, Benson, Breckenridge, Elbow Lake, Fergus
Falls, Litchfield, Morris, Ortonville, and Willmar Blocks. All of the tie-line data for
the West-Central Survey was presented separately in the Wheaton Block. In
order to simplify use of the data, all 11 blocks were merged into a single
database, west_cent07.gdb.
Overall the data from West-Central Survey were in pretty rough shape.
The tie line data had to be carefully edited for numerous spikes and drops in both
the total field and residual data. Both the tie-line and flight-line data contained

numerous gaps in coverage, and the state recovery map in Figure 2 clearly
shows that the West-Central Survey has the most serious problems with regard
to missing data. A particularly large gap was reported by David Dahl of DNR
(personal communication) during his re-formatting of the NOAA CD data, which
involves about 15 lines that run the full north-south length of the survey (Figure
2). These missing lines were found to still exist on digital archives at MGS, and
they were readily incorporated back into the database. The remaining gaps
appeared to have gone back to the original tapes that were delivered by the
contractor, and recovery depended on analog materials that are on file at the
MGS. A careful check on the 1:24,000 scale aeromagnetic contour maps that
were delivered by the contractor implies that the missing data existed during the
original compilation of the maps. The missing data were relocated by digitizing
spotted points on the original flight path recovery maps, and residual magnetic
values were interpolated from the original state grid using the “sample a grid”
option in the Oaisis/Montaj software. The interpolated lines are given an “int”
suffix on their line labels. A total of 61 gaps that were recovered in this way
involved the following lines:
312, 321, 340, 360, 380, 382, 400, 420, 443, 450, 464, 470, 490, 510, 513, 550,
621, 640, 660, 680, 700, 720, 742, 760, 800, 810, 812, 840, 860, 1211, 1212,
2191, 2290, 2411, 2420, 2970.
Two irregular gaps in coverage in the north-central part of the WestCentral Block (Figure 2) appear to be related to magnetometer drops that were
caused by FM radio transmitters, and therefore nothing could be done to recover
these data. .
No serious striping was noticed in this block and the processing
proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity
anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation.
Northwestern Survey
Northwestern Block (northwest07.gdb)
The flight-line data from the Northwestern Survey was originally divided
into 6 blocks on the NOAA CD set, consisting of the Crookston, Grand
Forks,High Landing, Roseau, Thief River Falls, and Warren Blocks. All of the tieline data for the Northwestern Survey was presented separately in the Hallock
Block. In order to simplify use of the data, all 7 blocks were merged into a single
database, northwest07.gdb.
The tie line data had to be edited for numerous spikes and drops in both
the total field and residual data, and both the tie-line and flight-line data
contained numerous small gaps in coverage. None of theses small gaps were

deemed serious enough to warrant recovery. Two large, irregular gaps in
coverage along the west-central margin of the Northwestern Block (Figure 2)
appear to be related to magnetometer drops that were caused by FM radio
transmitters, and therefore nothing could be done to recover the data.
No serious striping was noticed in this block and the processing
proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity
anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation
Southwestern Survey
The Southwestern Survey was flown in two parts at separate times (Figure 1).
Block Swmgs (database swmgs07.gdb) was flown 1987-89 as part of the MGS
Aeromagnetic Survey Program. Block Swas (database swas07.gdb) was
donated by U. S. Steel Corporation, and was flown in 1979 by Aerial Geophysics
Inc. under supervision of Allan Spector and Associates Ltd.
Swmgs Block (swmgs07.gdb)
The flight-line data of the Swmgs block was originally divided into 4 blocks
on the NOAA CD set, consisting of the Burchard, Marshall, Pipesotne, and
Redwood Falls Blocks. All of the tie-line data for the Southwestern Survey was
presented separately in the Tyler Block. In order to simplify use of the data, all 5
blocks were merged into a single database, southwest07.gdb. Sharply defined
gaps interrupt the flight-line data in four rectangular areas (Figure 2). A check on
digital archives at MGS revealed that these gaps go back to the contractordelivered tapes. Unfortunately, the origin of these gaps remains a mystery. The
gaps appear to have been deliberately cut into the data sometime before the
delivery of the line data tapes. A check on the 1:24,000 scale aeromagnetic
contour maps that were originally delivered by the contractor imply that lines with
their magnetic data intact continued across these gaps during the original
compilation. A review of the original line-recovery topographic maps revealed
that very few points were photo-recovered in this block, and the recovery was
most likely done using Global Positioning System (GPS), which was operational
during some parts of this survey.
From west to east the gaps (Figure 2) are as follows:
The westernmost gap involves flight-lines 620-891 (28 lines).
The next gap to the east involves flight lines1170-1250, 1280, 1300-1320, 13401660,1681-1760, 1780-1870, and 1890-2090 (34 lines).
The next gap to the east involves flight-lines 2100-2370, 2390-2571, and 25912670 (23 lines).

The easternmost gap involves flight-lines 2681-2690, and 2980-3120 (15 lines).
Given the large number of lines, their reasonably short lengths, and the
time constraints of the current project, magnetic data for the missing line
segments were interpolated from the original state grid using the “sample a grid”
option of the Oaisis/Montaj software. Along each line the location of valid points
adjoining either side of the gap were used to define the end points of the missing
line segments, and magnetic values were then interpolated at a 50 meter
interval. Because of the greater width of the third gap from the west (Figure 2),
some additional location-control points along missing line segments were
digitized from located points on the 1:24,000 aeromagnetic contour maps that
were delivered by the contractor. All recovered line segments are given an “int”
suffix in the database.
No serious striping was noticed in this block and the processing
proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity
anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation
Swas Block (swas07.gdb)
The flight-line data of the Swmgs block was originally divided into 5 blocks
on the NOAA CD set, consisting of the Fulda, New Ulm, St. James, Windom, and
Worthington Blocks. All of the tie-line data was in the Jackson block. In order to
simplify use of the data, all 6 blocks were merged into a single database,
swas07.gdb.
No serious striping was noticed in this block and the processing
proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, high-intensity
anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation
Southeastern Survey
Southeast block (southeast07.gdb)
The flight-line data of the Southeast Block was originally divided into 7
separate blocks on the NOAA CD set, consisting of the Chaska, Faribault, Forest
Lake-Cannon Falls, Gaylord,Mankato, Rochester-Taylors Falls, and Winona
Blocks. All of the tie-line data for this surveying was presented separately in the
Owatonna Block. In order to simplify use of the data, all 8 blocks were merged
into a single database, southeast07.gdb.

No serious data gaps or striping was noticed in this block, and the
processing proceeded to micro-leveling, following elimination of localized, highintensity anomalies using the mask and fill options of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Although no selective leveling was conducted in this block, a RELEV_MAG
channel is retained for database consistency, and it contains the RESIDMAG
value of the original compilation
Twin Cities Survey
Twin Cities Block (twin_cities07.gdb)
Data from the Twin Cities block (Figure 1) are from a analog survey that
was flown by the U.S.G.S. in 1961, and no digital database ever existed for the
flight-line data. A digital approximation of the flight-line data, however, can be
derived from the digitization files that were used to create gridded data in this
area for the original state aeromagnetic map. These data were digitized from
maps which presented both magnetic contour and flight-line location at a
1:125,000-scale. The maps were provided on stable base film by the U.S.G.S.,
and were part of the archivical materials for the production of their map GP 563
(Zietz and Sims, 1967). The procedure consisted of digitizing the location and
magnetic values at the crossing points of magnetic contours along the flight-line
paths. For this project the digitized points were sorted and split into their 53
respective flight-lines, and the magnetic anomaly values along each profile were
interpolated at a 100 meter interval. The magnetic anomaly values, which
represented the total field anomaly value relative to an arbitrary datum, were
reduced according to the IGRF model (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, 1995), adjusted to the approximate time of surveying
(06/01/1961).
No tie lines were available for statistical leveling, and both careful leveling
and micro-leveling failed to produce consistently improved results. Therefore,
the re-leveled magnetic values (RELEV_MAG) along most lines simply used the
residual magnetic values (RESIDMAG). However, profiles 250 and 300 used
micro-leveled magnetic values because the data quality was enhanced in this
area by the micro-levleling. The lines are rather widely spaced (1 mile) given the
relatively shallow depth to magnetic sources (generally 500 feet or less beneath
the surface), and consequently the gridded data displays significant beading of
linear anomalies. Several attempts at trend enforcement gridding, which was an
option offered in the Oaisis/Montaj system, failed to significantly improve the
appearance of gridded data. The best results were derived by first producing a
400 meter grid using minimum curvature, and then re-gridding to a 100 meter
interval using bicubic spline. This grid will be used in both the compilation of the
re-leveled and micro-leveled state grids.
COMPILATION OF THE STATE GRIDS

State-wide compilation of the 23 individual blocks described above was
accomplished using the “gridknit” option of the OAISIS/MONTAJ soft ware. Most
commonly the grids were joined along sutures that were either automatically
selected by the software, or in some cases selected by hand using mouse and
cursor. The new compilations maintained the 100 meter interval used in the
individual grid blocks. Two state grids were formed, one based on selectiveleveled data and one based on the Micro-leveled data.
A base-level shift of +375 nT was added to the blocks that were acquired
by the MGS in order to bring their datums closer to that defined by the modern
IGRF model. The first two surveys that were conducted by the MGS, consisting
of the Northeastern and the East-Central Surveys, did not use the IGRF model
for geomagnetic field removal, but instead used the American World Charts
(AWC) model, which was generally believed to have been better for this part of
the world. Unfortunately, the AWC model became defunct a few years later, and
it ceased to have annual updates, which were necessary to track a very strong
secular variation that exists in this part of the world. By the time the MGS
program had to switch to the IGRF model, the two models differed by about 375
nT with the AWC datum being the lower. To keep all MGS surveys at the same
datum, 375 nT was consequently subtracted from the residual magnetic values
for the surveys that followed, consisting of the West-Central, Northwestern,
Southwestern and Southeastern surveys. Similar to the original state-wide
compilation (Chandler. 1991), it was decided for this project to shift the datum
back to approximate that of the IGRF model, and so 375 nT was added to the
selective-leveled and micro-leveled grids for the MGS blocks. Some additional
adjustments of a few to a few 10’s of nanoTesla were incorporated during the
suturing of individual grid blocks. Consequently, significant differences may exist
between the local values observed from the selective-leveled and micro leveled
grids and their corresponding values that are presented in the flight-line
databases.
In order to provide an improved regional context, data from adjoining
areas surrounding Minnesota were merged with the selective–leveled and microleveled state grids. No database processing was attempted in any of these
outlying areas, and work involved grids only. The Wisconsin data is from Daniels
and Snyder (2002), and consists of a 250 meter spaced grid that represents the
aeromagnetic data at an elevation of 305 meters above surface. Data from
Canada (Canadian Aeromagnetic Database, 2005), which was gridded at a 200
meter level was also incorporated. The remaining data outside of Minnesota is
from the recently compiled Magnetic Anomaly Map of North America (North
American Magnetic Anomaly Group, 2002), and consists of a 1000 meter-spaced
grid that represents the aeromagnetic data at an elevation of 1000 meters above
surface. These data were transformed to the projection of the Minnesota data
(UTM Zone 15N-Nad83) and re-sampled to a 100 meter interval. The Canadian,
North American and Wisconsin grids were the continued to assumed level of the
Minnesota data (150 meters above surface), and were merged with the

Minnesota data using the grid-knitting software of the Oaisis/Montaj software.
Small gaps along the sutures with the Canadian and Wisconsin data were infilled by converting the merged grids to x,y, and z data and then re-gridding using
minimum curvature and an expanded search radius of 2000 meters. This
procedure also filled the irregular data gaps within Minnesota which were caused
by magnetometer drops over some interfering cultural structures or areas of
unusually high natural gradients (Figure 2).

The composited and filled grids of both the re-leveled and micro-leveled
data were reduced to vertical polarization using the variable reduction to pole
option of the OAISIS/MONTAJ system and the resulting grids were enhanced by
first and second vertical derivative filtering. The state-wide grids given below are
for general use, although some users may wish to create and tailor their own
grids from the line databases for their own specific use.
The state-wide grids generated from selective-leveled data are as follows:
Minmag07_relev - Composited grid with data gaps designated by off-site values
Minmag07_relev_fill - Composited grid with data gaps filled using minimum
curvature interpolation of surrounding data.
Minmag07_relev_fill_rtp - Composited and filled grid reduced to vertical
polarization.
Minmag07_relev_fill_rtp_fvd – First vertical derivative of composited and filled
grid reduced to vertical polarization
Minmag07_relev_fill_rtp_svd – Second vertical derivative of composited and
filled grid reduced to vertical polarization

The state-wide grids generated from micro-leveled data are as follows:
Minmag07_micro - Composited grid with data gaps designated by off-site
values
Minmag07_micro_fill - Composited grid with data gaps filled using minimum
curvature interpolation of surrounding data.
Minmag07_micro_fill_rtp - Composited and filled grid reduced to vertical
polarization.
Minmag07_micro_fill_rtp_fvd – First vertical derivative of composited and filled
grid reduced to vertical polarization

Minmag07_micro_fill_rtp_svd – Second vertical derivative of composited and
filled grid reduced to vertical polarization
These grids are available via FTP from the MGS web-page at
http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/magnetics.htm . Browse images of two of these
grids are also presented on this web-page, which are a color shaded relief map
of the micro-leveled aeromagnetic data (Minmag07_micro_fill.grd), and a grayscale map showing the micro-leveled aeromagnetic data reduced to the pole and
enhanced by first vertical derivate (Minmag07_micro_fill_rtp_fvd.grd). PDF
versions of these maps at a 1:1,000,000 scale can be downloaded by clicking on
the images.
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
Flight Logs
When working closely with the line databases, it is sometimes useful to
refer back to the flight logs for the original surveying. Such logs may yield hints
on any particular data problems that might crop up, and they provide a historical
context for a given survey program. Unfortunately, these logs are not widely
available, and they are usually on paper that is deteriorating with age.
Consequently, one of the minor objectives of the current project was to transfer
all flight logs that were available at MGS to digital media. This has been
achieved, and flight logs from the Northeastern, East-Central, North-Central,
West-Central, Northwestern, Southwestern and Southeastern Surveys are now
available as PDF documents at the MGS web site at
http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/magnetics.htm .
Most databases include information on the flight number or the date of
flying, and because flight logs are usually ordered with regard to date and line
number, work between databases and the flight logs is usually straightforward.
However, the databases from the Northeastern and East-Central Surveys include
neither data of flight number, and working between these data and the flight logs
can be difficult. In order the expedite the use of the flight logs for these surveys,
an Excel table was created for the Northeastern and ‘east-Central Surveys
(1979-81_Flight_Logs.xls) that summarizes each flight with regard to its date and
the lines that were flown. The table also includes the beginning and ending times
and fiducial numbers for each line. This document is also available at the MGS
web-site.
Estimates of Depth to Magnetic Basement from Aeromagnetic Data
Among the most commonly derived estimates from aeromagnetic data are
depths to the top of magnetic sources, or “magnetic basement”. Such estimates
are useful in mapping the thickness of sedimentary rocks or other materials that

may cover the basement surface. In addition, some of the modern, automated
procedures can assist in geologic mapping by estimating the horizontal location
of anomaly sources. One relatively new method that has become widely used is
the Euler Method (Thompson, 1982, Reid and others, 1990; and Blakely, 1995).
The Euler method, sometimes called “Euler Deconvolution”, uses Euler’s
homogeneity equation—a differential equation which relates the gradient
components of a gravity or magnetic field to the location of the source. The Euler
method can be readily applied to gridded data (Reid and others, 1990) and it
requires no a priori information regarding source magnetization (Reid and others,
1995). No particular geologic model is assumed for the Euler method, but most
applications requires selecting a structural index (SI) value, which is the power of
the rate of field change, which varies with source-type.. For example a SI=1 is
consistent with a thin dike or sill (anomalies falls off as 1/r), whereas a SI=2 is
consistent with a thin pipe or horizontal cylinder(anomalies fall of as 1/r2).
In this project we apply the Euler method on the micro-leveled state grid
(Minmag07_micro_fill.grd) using the Euler software module of the Oaisis/Montaj
system. This program vigorously applies the Euler method in a moving-window
that sweeps the entire data grid. To smooth our minor errors and to expedite the
computation, the grid was upward continued from a 150 meter level to a 300
meter level, and the continued grid was decimated form a 100 meter to a 200
meter gird interval. After some trial and error, a moving-window size of 10 grid
units (2000m) was selected as a suitable width for analyzing anomalies arising
from near-surface sources. Several parameters were also selected to help
window the Euler solutions, which are commonly numerous and of varying
reliability, down to those that are likely to be the most reliable. For example,
during Euler analysis no solutions were accepted if their estimated error for depth
exceeded 15%, or if they were located more than 1000 meters from the center of
the associated moving-window. The depth estimates that are directly from the
Euler analysis are presented as “Depth” in the database. Following Euler
analysis more solutions were eliminated if their depth uncertainty exceeded 7%,
if their horizontal uncertainty exceeded 50 meters, and if their depth estimate was
shallower that 60 meters above the ground surface. The latter parameter
represents 20% error with regard to our observation height of 300 meters. Depth
estimates after this second windowing are presented as “Depth-win” in the Euler
database. Two Euler solution databases have been generated; —one for sheetlike sources (structural index=1; minmag07_eu_dk.gdb) and one for contact-like
sources (structural index=0.5; minmag07_eu_ct.gdb). These solution sets are
available at the MGS web-site at http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/magnetics.htm .
The two Euler solution data sets should provide helpful supplements to
geologic interpretation of the Minnesota aeromagnetic data. The solutions assist
in the horizontal placement of features such as dikes or contacts, and they
provide rough estimates of the depths to these features. Like all interpretational
schemes, the Euler method is only as good as its inherent assumptions, and
some caution is always warranted in using solutions of this kind. In addition, the

interpreter will have to decide which type of source—sheet of contact—is more
appropriate for a given situation. As with any single geophysical method,
incorporating geologic or other geophysical data will strengthen the resulting
interpretation. This particular set of analyses was designed to emphasize nearsurface features, and as such the resulting solutions should be particularly
helpful for geologic mapping of the (Precambrian) bedrock surface. Deeper
sources, say those that lie at a few kilometers depth, are not likely to be properly
resolved in the solution sets presented here, and a re-analysis using smoothed
and decimated versions of the aeromagnetic grids would be recommended.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Significant improvements have been made to the aeromagnetic databases
in Minnesota. As such, the newly revised line and grid databases represent over
588,000 line km of data that are now available on an unprecedented level of
access and quality. The line and grid databases are being made available as ftp
downloads on the MGS web-site. The data on the MGS site will be in Geosoft
format, and the user can convert these data to a few other formats using the free
browser software that is available at the Geosoft website
(http://www.geosoft.com/). In addition, the same databases will soon be
available at the MNDNR web site in Arc-compatible formats.
Some of the most serious gaps in line coverage have now been
recovered. Two of the largest gaps in flight line coverage have been fully
retrieved from digital archive data, comprising of approximately 1087 line km in
the North-Central Survey and 1615 line km of data in the West-Central Survey
(Figures 1 and 2). Magnetic data along an additional 1038 line km of missing
data were recovered through use of analog materials on file at MGS and the
original state grid (213.36 meters). Magnetic anomaly values recovered in this
way will not have quite the resolution of the original data, but the resolution
should be adequate for a variety of profile-based interpretations as well as for
generating gridded data. In addition, magnetic values for approximately 5993
line km of profile data from the old (1961) survey of the Twin Cities area have
been recovered using some of the archivical materials that were originally used
to create gridded data in this area.
Re-leveling of the flight and tie line data also led to significant
improvements in many areas. Selective leveling was conducted on a total of 173
flight-lines and 98 tie lines, equating to about 17,794 line km of data. For this
leveling either statistical (automatic) or careful (hand-fitted) leveling was used. In
addition, the Lake of the Woods data consisted only of raw total field values, so
these data, consisting of 56 flight lines and 3 tie lines were statistically leveled,
equating approximately to an additional 3226 line km of data. Finally
approximately 522,933 line km of data, consisting of nearly all available flight-line
data for the entire state, have been subjected to micro-leveling. After recovery of

missing data and re-leveling new state grids were compiled from both the
selective-leveled and micro-leveled magnetic anomaly data.
The new grids use a spacing of 100 meters, which represents a significant
improvement in resolution over the previous state grid, which used a spacing of
213.36 meters. The improvements that were made by this project are
demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, which show first derivative-enhanced
aeromagnetic data from a large area of northeastern Minnesota (Figure1). The
northern part of this area is underlain by greenstone-granite rocks that are
associated with the Archean Superior province, whereas the central and
southern parts of the area are underlain primarily by early Proterozoic rocks of
the Animikie Basin. The very subdued magnetic signature over most of the
Animikie basin reflects thick, non-magnetic greywacke-shale sequences. The
busy magnetic signature along the northern rim of the basin represents the early
Proterozoic Biwabik Iron-formation of the Mesabi Iron Range. Figure 4a
represents the residual magnetic anomaly data from the original, 213.36 meter,
state grid, whereas Figure 4 b represents the selective-re-leveled data that is
gridded at an interval of 100 meters. The improvement in resolution in going
from a 213.36 to 100 meter grid interval is clearly demonstrated by the increase
in sharpness and detail for anomalies that are associated with the Archean
greenstone-granite rocks and with the Biwabik Iron formation (compare the
northern parts of Figure 4a and 4b). The improvement from selective-leveling is
also apparent in Figure 4b by the elimination of many of the striping artifacts
seen in the central part of Figure 4a (to either side of 93oW). Figure 5 compares
the selective-leveled data (a) with the micro-leveled data (b), and further
elimination of striping artifacts are apparent. The micro-leveling allows a clearer
view of subtle anomaly features, such as the channel-like anomalies in the
central part of the area that are thought to reflect glacial deposits.
The micro-leveled data (MICROLEV_MAG), as well as the grids derived
from it, will probably be of the greatest use to potential users. Overall the microleveled data presents the clearest and most improved perspective of the
aeromagnetic data, and filtering artifacts from the micro-leveling have been
mitigated to a high degree. Nonetheless, if any user suspects distortions that are
related to the micro-leveling, they can opt to use the selective-leveled data
(RELEV_MAG) and associated grids. Indeed, potential users can revert back to
the original residual values in the database (RESIDMAG), if they wish.
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to Denver to review archivical material, and they played a key role in the digital
recovery of the missing line data form the North-Central Survey.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Index map showing individual survey and respective databases for the
aeromagnetic data in Minnesota. “USGS” designates aeromagnetic data that
were acquired by the U. S. Geological Survey. “GSC” designates data that were
acquired by the Geological Survey of Canada. Shaded region outlines the
demonstration area shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 2. Index map showing individual databases and a summary of line
recovery that was conducted during this study.
Figure 3 Index map showing individual datbases and a summary of selective
leveling that was conducted during this study.
Figure 4. Map demonstrating the improvements between (a) the original 213.36
meter grid of residual data and (b) the 100 meter grid of the selective-leveled
data. See index map in Figure 1 for approximate location.
Figure 5. Map demonstrating the improvements between (a) the 100 meter grid
of the selective-leveled data (same as Figure 4 b) and (b) the 100 meter grid of
the micro-leveled data. See index map in Figure 1 for approximate location.

